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ABSTRACT

The theoretical significance of the filling temperature of fluid inclusions containing
significant amounts of both water and CO: is discussed in terms ol HrO*COz mutual
solubility. It is shown that the filling temperature can be lower, higher, or equal to the
temperature of formation. The method of geothermometry, suggested by Smith in 1953'
which is based on the recognition of the cases where the filling temperatuie is equal to
the temperature of formation, is discussed in detail. Six examples are given of its tentative
application to minerals from tin deposits, for which temperatures of formation in the
300-4(noc range were obtained.

INrnooucnoN

The theoretical significance of temperature of filling of fluid inclusions
(containing essentially water and a bubble of water vapour), was dis-
cussed in one of the earliest papers on the subject of fluid inclusions
(Sorby, 1858), and in more recent reviews by Ingerson (1947,1955) and
Smith (1953). The main point brought out is that the filling temperature
can only be considered as a minimum temperature of formation, which
can be as much as 200-300oC lower tfran the actual temperature of
formation, depending on the pressure during mineral formation. This
pressure ctrrrection, for which only a rough approximation can usually be
made, is the main difficulty involved in using inclusions of this type as
geothermometers.

The corresponding significance of the filling temperature of inclusions
containing substantial amounts of both water and COz has not been as
thoroughly discussed in the literature. This would seern desirable,
because with this type of inclusion the relation between the filling
temperature and the temperature of formation may in some cases be
quite different from that of the normal water-water vapour type, and
under certain circumstances, filling temperature measurements may give
the temperature of formation directly with no pressure correction
(Smith, 1953).

IopnrrrtcerroN aND Cr.essrrrcerroN oF H2O-COz lucr,usroxs

The presence of both water and COz in a fluid inclusion is generally
recognized by the appearance of a third fluid phase when a two-phase
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II2O-CO2 FLUID INCLUSIONS

Frc. l..Schematic phase transformations (three-phase to two-phase on heating, and
two-phase to three-phase on cooting) shown by HzO-COz fluid inclusions at lour
temperatures.

Frc. 2. Schematic phase transformations (two-phase to one-phase on heating) shown
by HgO-COr duid inclusions.

Frc. 3. Schematic representation of two classes of HrO-COs fluid inclusions:
(A) uniform IJzO/COz ratio, and (B) variable IlrO/COa ratio.
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fluid inclusion is cooled to some temperature below 31'C (the critical
temperature of CO). The three phases are considered to be essentially
water, liquid COz, and COz gas (see Fig. 1). In a few cases the phases
have been definitely identified, by index of refraction measurements on
tJlewater and liquid CO2 (Brewster, 1826), observations on the freezing of
the water (Little, 1955), and measurements of the temperature at which
the COr phases exhibit critical phenomena (Sorby, 1869; Hartley, 1876;
Erhard & Stelzner, 1878;Johnsen, 1920; Little, 1955). In almost all other
cases, the temperatures at which the three-phase condition changes to a
two-phase one, and the two-phase to a one-phase, are similar enough to
allow this identification to be assumed.

HO-CO2 inclusions can be classified by the manner in which the
three-phase to two-phase, and the two-phase to one-phase transformation
occurs. As is shown in Fig. 1, the three-phase to two-phase transformation
can result from either the contraction of the gas bubble until it disappears,
the expansion of the gas bubble until no liquid COz is left, or the fading
out of the COr liquid-gas interface. The transformation from the two-
phase to one-phase condition (Fig. 2), may also occur in three ways,
either by the contraction of the COz bubble until it disappears, the
expansion of the bubble until it fills the cavity, or the fading out of the
interface. The manner in which the three-phase to two-phase transforma-
tion occurs has no bearing on the type of two-phase to one-phase trans-
formation that occurs at higher temperature.

A further binary classification can be made on the basis of whether the
HzO/COz ratio in the inclusions of a specimen or suite of specimens is
consistent or inconsistent (see Fig. 3). This has an important genetic
significance, which will be discussed below.

Tsponsrrcar, SrcNrrrcaNcE oF Frr,r,rnc Trupnnerune

The significance of the filling temperature of HO-COg inclusions is
a matter of mutual solubility in the system H2O-CO2, and because of
this it is fundamently different from that of water-water vapour in-
clusions, where the question is one of simple liquid-vapour relationships.

Although there are very little quantitative data on H2O-CO2 mutual
solubility in the pertinent temperature-pressure range (temperatures up
to 400oC and pressures up to 4,000 bars), from trends shown by other two-
component systems, and observations made on HrO-COs inclusions in
minerals, it is possible to construct a schematic phase diagram which is
sufficient for the present purposes,

Such a diagram is shown in Figure 4, in which, for simplicity, onll'
temperatures above the critical temperature of COz are considered.
Volume is a constant (as would be the case in a fluid inclusion if the
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Frcs. 4 and 5. Schematic HzO-COr mutual sotubility relations, as discussed in the
text.
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relatively minor effects due to the compressibility and therrnal expansion

of the host mineral are neglected), and as a result pressure increases with

temperature. The solubility curve is of the normal type, and its general

shape is confirmed by observations on the two-phase to one-phase trans-

formation of HzO-COr fluid inclusions. The one-phase condition has

been obtained in all inclusions that have been tested, either by the dis-

appearance of the COz-rich phase (indicating that the solubility of CO:

in water increases with temperature), the disappearance of the water-rich

phase (indic4ting increasing solubility of water in COz), or by the

disappearanie of the interface (showing that in at least to.me cases the

so1ubil itycurvehasacrit icalsolutionpoint).
In discussing the significance of the filling temperature,'two situations

must be considered: (1) the aqueous phase was undersaturated with COz

at the time it was included in a growing mineral, and (2) it was saturated

with COg and a COz-rich phase also was present.

The one-phase case is shown in Figure 4. I{ an inclusion forins at

TtPrfrom an HzO-COz solution of composition A, and the solubility

curve C A' B' D is applicable,.lhe'. fqUqrrlqg -clqnges would occur as the

temperature decreases. Between f r and 12 only oire phase, of composition

.4, would be present. At Tz, however, a COz-rich phase of composition B

would start to form, and with fuither aioling the amount of the COs-rich

phase would increase, and the cornposition of the two phases would change

following the solubility curye, until at 13 phases of cpmposition C and D

are present in the ratio A-,D:.C-A, The filling temperature of such an

inclusion is Iz, which, it will be notgd,isbel,oat the temperature of format'ion.
Formation of inclusions in a tWo-phase'HzO-CO2 system is treated in

Figure 5. If the system has an overall composition of ,4, and the solubility

cu11r1e DrB'C'Er a-pplies; at T1P1an HzO-rich phase of composition 3

and a cor-rich phise of composition cwill be present. Inclusions forming

under these conditions might trap either of these phases or mixtures of

the two.
If only the water-rich phase (of composition 3) is entrapped, the

solubility ctirve for this new system can be shown by D zB'C'82. Because

of the difierence in overall composition, the curve will be quantitatively

different from that of the original system, but will still have the same

general form and pass through the end points B' and C'. On cooling such

an inclusion, a COz-rich phase of composition Cwould appear immediately

below Ir, and with further cooling, the amount of the CO2-rich phase

would increase and the composition of the two phases would change

following the solubility curve. The filling temperature obtained on reheat-

ing such an inclusion is Tr, the temperature of format'ion,
A similar result is obtained in the case where only the CO2-rich phase

(composition C) is trapped in an inclusion. The solubility curve will have
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the form DsB'C'Es, passing through the end points B' and C' and having
the same general shape as the previous ones. On cooling, a water-rich
phase of composition B will appear immediately below 11, and as the
cooling continues the amount of the water-rich phase will increase and
the composition of the two phases will change following the solubility
curve. As in the previous case, the filling temperature of such an inclusion
will be Ty the temperature of Jormation.

If the HzO- and COe-rich phases are trapped together as a mechanical
mixture in an inclusion, the results would be different. If the overall com-
position of the inclusion is F, and the solubility curve D eB'ClEa applies,
as the temperature is lowered, the relative amount and composition of
the phases will vary, until at 12 phases D q and Ea are present in the ratio
F-E t D rF. On heating such an inclusion, however, the filling temperature
will not be reached until 13, which is abme the temperature oJ formation.

The relation between filling temperatures and temperatures of forma-
tion can be summarized as follows. If only one HsO-CO2 phase is
present under the conditions at which an inclusion formed, the filling
temperature will generally be below the temperature of formation. The
only exceptions will be the unlikely situation of the solution being at its
exact saturation point, or supersaturated. If both an HO- and a COz-rich
phase are present at the time of formation, inclusions of either of these
phases will have filling temperatures equal to the temperature of forma-
tion, but those which trap some mixture of the two will have filling
temperatures greater than the temperature of formation.

Usr op HzO-CO, Irtcr,usrorqs rN GEoTHERMoMETRv

In assessing filling temperature data on HzO-COz inclusions, it is
obviously very important to know whether one or two H2O-COz phases
were present at the time of formation. It should usually be possible to
determine this however. If the volume of bubble : volume of cavity ratio
in the inclusions in a specimen is relatively constant, the one-phase con-
dition is indicated; if the ratio is highly variable in inclusions which appear
to have formed at the same time, the two-phase condition probably
existed. Justification for this interpretation is given by observations on
fluid inclusions in artificial minerals grown in water solutions. Crystals
grown under conditions of constant temperature and a constant pressure
above the vapour pressure have inclusions with constant bubble : cavity
ratios, while those grown under conditions of boiling contain inclusions
with highly variable ratios (Sorby, 1858; Buckley, 1951).

In cases rvhere a mineral grew in a one-phase HzO-COr system, the
filling temperature provides a minimum temperature of formation, which,
as is the case of water-water vapour inclusions, is subject to correction

385
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for pressure. The calculation of this pressure correction, however, not
only requires a knowledge of the pressure at the time of formation (which
at best can only be roughly approximated), but also accurate thermo-
dynamic data on the system H2O-CO, (which at present are not
available in the temperature pressure range desired).

In cases where it can be demonstrated that the mineral grew under the
two-phase condition however, as \ilas pointed out by Smith (1953)' it
should be possible to determine the temperature of formation directly
from filling temperature measurements. Although individual inclusions
would likely show fairly wide variations in their fillingtemperatures, the
values for both HzO-rich and COr-rich inclusions should approach a
minimum, which would be close to the temperature of formation. The
HzO-rich inclusions could be expected to show lower filling temperatures,
since it would be more likely for an inclusion to trap only the continuous
water-rich phase than only a bubble of the COz-rich phase.

This method of inclusion geothermometry has several decided advan-
tages. It gives the temperature of formation directly, without the
necessity of a correction for pressure. Not only are precise thermodynamic
data not required, but the contents of the inclusions need not even be
identified. Although the argument was presented for the HrO-CO,
system in particular, the same rationale applies to any two-fluid phase
multi-component system in which the mutual solubility of the major
components increases with temperature. The requirements of the method
are that it can be demonstrated that the minerals grew in a two-fluid
phase multi-component system, some of the inclusions trap only one of
these two phases, the mineral grew under fairly constant temperature-
pressure conditions, a distinction can be made between primary and
secondary inclusions, and that no leakage of fluid occurs after an inclusion
is formed. None of these requirements would appear to present serious
problems. The method has one inherent error, in that the filling tempera'
ture measurements duplicate the effects of the temperature of formation
on the host mineral but not the pressure of formation, but calculations by
Ingerson (1957) shoru that this efiect is negligible. The main restriction
on the applicability of the method is likely to result from the restriction
of HzO-CO2 inclusions to certain types of mineral deposits. From
present information their most common occurrence is in minerals from
the late stages of pegmatite formation, and in high temperature veins.

No systematic search has been made for specimens which meet the
requirements of this method, but in a recent study of the inclusions in
cassiterite and associated minerals (Little, 1955), a number of cases were
found in which it can be applied. These are not ideal examples for
demonstrating the method since there is no direct proof that some of the
requirements are met, but since it is probable that the specimens do meet
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the requirements, the results are thought to be worth recording at this
time. Filling temperature measuremeRts on inclusions in these specimens
are listed in Table 1.

Tesr-n I

387

Mineral and
Spec. No. typeofdeposit

Filling temp. of inclusions
(HrO-RICH) (CO:-RICH)
(r"C) (No.) ( l 'C) (No.)L,ocality

1 .

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

3

8

13

t2

t4

2

3

o

I

3

D

2

Cassiterite
(pegmatite)
Apatite
(quartz vein)
Cassiterite
(quartz vein)
Cassiterite
(quartz vein)
ToPaz
(qtartz vein)
Cassiterite
(quartz vein)

Malaya ?61
Ehrenfried- 37H28

ersdorf
Belgian 358-374
Congo
Belgian 320-386
Congo
Belgian 313-323
Congo
Tasmania 280-290

366

398

378

3it4-350

342-376

334

The filling temperature measurements were made using an air-heated
heating stage, with a probable accuracy within +5oC. Calibration with a
Thomas "Micromelt" set, and by observing the melting points of thin
shavings of Sn, Pb, and Zn, indicated a reproducibility of +3oC. The
magnification used, 450X, only allowed a few relatively large inclusions
to be tested, but measurements of the bubble: cavity ratio (using higher
magnification), showed that in all of the specimens, the tested inclusions
$rere representative of a very large number.

In all the specimens, the COs-rich inclusions showed a third fluid phase
when cooled to some temperature below 31oC. In the two-phase condition,
just above room temperature, their bubbles are relatively large (occupy-
ing over 607ooI the cavity), and on heating the bubbles expand' until they
fill the cavity. The bubbles in the HzO-rich inclusions are relatively small
(less than 407o of. the cavity), and on heating contrac, until they dis-
appear. With inclusions having such different characteristics, the only
likely explanation for the very close correspondence of the filling tem-
peratures of the two types in specimens 1-4, is that they represent the
approximate end points of an equilibrium system which was present at
the time the inclusions formed. For specimens 5 and 6, the correspondence
is still fairly close, and the higher filling temperatures of the COz-rich
inclusions could easily result from some of the HzO-rich phase being
trapped with the CO2-rich phase

With these specimens it was not possible to show that the HzO-rich
inclusions contained some COr, which would have to be the case if they
represented a phase of an HzO-CO2 system. No additional phase was
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produced by cooling the specimens by means of liquid air to temperatures
well below the freezing point of the water solution in the inclusions-
However, there is no necessity that the solubility of COz in water in the
temperature-pressure range at which the inclusions likely formed, is
sufficient to allow such a cooling test to show observable amounts of an
additional phase. On the whole, the negative evidence of the cooling tests
would not appear to override the positive evidence for forrrration from a
two-phase H2O-CO, system given by the similarity of the filling tem-
peratures of the two types of inclusions. It was also not possible to
demonstrate that the inclusions in these specirnens are primary ones,
although this would appear to be the case. The other requirements do
appear to be met however: the similarity of the filling temperatures of the
tvro types of inclusions (which at temperatures other than the temperature
of formation would have different internal pressures) is strong evidence
against leakage, and the similarity of the filling temperatures of all of the
inclusions in an individual specimen indicates relatively stable conditions
of temperature and pressure during their formation.

On the whole, it would appear that these specimens probably meet the
fequirements of the method, and that their temperatures of formation
were in 300-400'C range given by the filling temperature measurements.
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